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Introduction to Matlab 
 

• Numeric Tool for Calculation und Simulation 
• Name derived from  MATrix LABoratory  

 

1.1 Variables 

>> x=3.5    (Without semicolon output to Command Window,  
     Termination with semicolon suppresses the output !!!) 
 

- No previous declaration necessary   
 
- All variables have the type double by default  
 
Data types: 

int8, uint8, int16, uint16, int32, uint32, int64, uint64 
single  32-Bit 
double    64-Bit 
logical  true, false 
char  strings 
cell arrays   
structure 
 

Example: 
>> y= uint8(3) 
 y=3 

 >> name= 'Alfred' 
 name = Alfred 

 

 

1.2 Vectors and Matrices 

- In the strict sense all variables are matrices 
- With the instruction  "y=3" a 1x1-Matrix is created!!!!  
 
-  Separators within a row are spaces and commas  
>> v = [1 5 -3] or   [1,5,3]  vector 
 
The rows are separated by semicolons: 
>> M = [1 3; 4 0; 2 3]  3x2 – matrix  (3 rows , 2 columns) 
 
-   Therefore a pure column-vector is defined by: 
>> Spv = [1; 2; 3]               1x3  -matrix 
 
 
Large vectors with constant step size can be defined as follows:      

e.g. vector for simulation time: 
>>t=[0:0.1:1] 
t = 0    0.1000    0.2000    0.3000    0.4000    0.5000 

    0.6000    0.7000    0.8000    0.9000    1.0000 



Also possible, but not known as well:  
>> r = (0:1:5) 

r = 0     1     2     3     4     5 

 

Matrices and Functions 

Effect from component to component: 
>>t=[0:1:5] 
t= 0  1 2  3 4 5 

 
>> s=sin(t) 
s = 0    0.8415    0.9093    0.1411   -0.7568   -0.958 

Each element of s is calculated by applying the formula sin(t). 
 

Access on single elements 

Access is realized by using the index in round brackets >>x=s(3) 
x=0.9093 

>>s(3)=0 

s =  0    0.8415         0    0.1411   -0.7568   -0.9589  

 

Access on single rows/columns of a matrix 

Especially to output single rows or columns, the colon-operator must be used properly. 
In this case all elements of the corresponding row/column are addressed by a single colon: 
 

>> mat=[1 2 3; 5 6 7] 

 

mat = 

     1     2     3 

     5     6     7 

 

>> mat(2,:) 

 

ans = 

 

     5     6     7 

 

 

Operations on matrices 

 
Without any appendix all operations are matrix operations: 
e.g. Matrixproduct * 

Attention: Number of columns for M must be equal to the number of rows  for N !! 
M=[1  2  3; 4 -1  2]; 

N=[1  2 -1; 4 -1  1; 2  0  1]; 

  

V=M*N 

%V = 

%    15     0     4 

%     4     9    -3 

  



Field operations 

In addition to matrix-operations arithmetic operations are necessary, which are done 
component by component: 
Scalar product .* 

 

Number of rows and columns for M must also be equal to rows and columns in N !! 
A=[1 2 3]; 

B=[4 5 6]; 

C= A .* B 

%C = 

%     4    10    18 

 

1.3 Workspace 

- >> who    delivers the name of the stored variable 
- >> whos  returns detailed information 
- >> clear  clears the workspace 
 
Example: 
>> clear 
>> x=3 
>>who 
 
Your variables are: 
x 
 
>>whos 
Name      Size            Bytes  Class     Attributes 
 
  x            1x1                 8        double   
 
Workspace Browser 

A very useful overview is also delivered by the Workspace Browser 
 

 
  



1.4 Graphic functions 
>>clear 

>>t=[0:.1:2*pi]; 

>>s=sin(t); 

>>grid on; 

>>plot(t,s)  
 
 

 
 
There are a lot of additional graphic functions. The most commonly used are: 
 

           Graphic: axes 

axis([xmin, xmax, ymin,ymax])  sets the limits for the x- and y-axis  
axis('auto')     automatic axis-scaling 
 
grid [on | off]      
zoom[on| off]      

        Graphic: Caption 

xlabel(string)     labeling the x-axis 
ylabel(string)     labeling the y-axis 
title(string)     creating a title 
text(x,y,string)    locating a string 
legend(string1,string2…)   creating a legend  

 

Colour Specifiers  Marker Specifiers   Line Style Specifiers 
k black   . points   - solid line (default) 
b    blue   ° circle   -- dashed line 
r  red   * asteriks  -. dash-dot line 
g green   +,x plus, cross  : dotted  

 
Plot-Demo 

>>t=[0:0.01:2]; 
>>sinfkt= sin(2*pi*5*t); 
>>cosfkt=2*cos(2*pi*3*t); 
>>expfkt= exp(-2*t); 

  
Plot-commands 

>>clf                      %clear 
>>hold on                  %hold on old plot   
>>grid on                    
>>title('Plot-Demo') 
>>xlabel('Time t[s]') 



>>legend('sin','cos','exp') 
>>plot(t,sinfkt,'k-', t,cosfkt,'b--',t, expfkt,'m.'); 

 

 
 

1.5 Matlab-Programming 

In addition to a numeric tool, Matlab is a separate programming language too. 
Its structure is similar to the C programming language.  For details, look at other literature, or 
the Online-Help of Matlab. 

  

1.5.1 Matlab-Scripts 

Besides putting in instructions at the command window, sequences of Matlab commands can 
be stored in so-called Matlab-scripts. These are simple text-files with the extension ‘.m’, 
therefore they are called m-files. This simple form of an m-file is also referred to as a 
procedure.  
 

The previous plot-example as a Matlab-procedure: 
%Plot-Demo 
t=[0:0.01:2]; 
sinfkt= sin(2*pi*5*t); 
cosfkt=2*cos(2*pi*3*t); 
expfkt= exp(-2*t); 

  
%plot-Kommandos 

clf 
hold on 
grid on 
title('Plot-Demo') 
xlabel('Zeit t[s]') 
legend('sin','cos','exp') 
plot(t,sinfkt,'k-', t,cosfkt,'b--',t, expfkt,'m.'); 

 

 

• Matlab-Procedures are also often just used to define a variable in the Workspace. 
 

z.B script1.m 

clear 

A=3; 



B=[0:0.1:10]; 

1.5.2 Matlab-Functions 

Much more flexible than the pure summarization of Matlab-commands in script-files is to 
define Matlab functions, so you can pass parameters to these. The name of the function and its 
corresponding file must be the same, because Matlab is looking for an m-file with the 
identical name. A function is defined by the keyword  function in the first line of the file.   
The plot-example as Matlab-function: 
 
%Plot-DEMO as function 
function[t, sinfkt, cosfk, expfkt]=funkbsp_1(f1,f2,damp) 
% 
%funktion funkbsp1 
% 
%Call: [t, sinfkt, cosfk, expfkt]=funkbsp_1(f1,f2,damp) 
% or funkbsp_1(f1,f2,damp) 
% description of the in-and output -parameters 

  
t=[0:0.01:2]; 
sinfkt= sin(2*pi*f1*t); 
cosfkt=2*cos(2*pi*f2*t); 
expfkt= exp(-damp*t); 

  
%Plot 
clf 
hold on 
grid on 
title('Plot-Demo') 
xlabel('Zeit t[s]') 
legend('sin','cos','exp') 
plot(t,sinfkt,'k-',t,cosfkt,'b--',t,expfkt,'m.'); 

 
 
Function call from workspace: 
>>clear 
>>f1=2; f2=3; damp=5; 

>>[t, sinfkt, cosfkt, expfkt]=funkbsp_1(f1,f2,damp); 
>>whos  
Name      Size             Bytes  Class     Attributes 

 

c1        1x201             1608  double               

e1        1x201             1608  double               

s2        1x201             1608  double               

zeit      1x201             1608  double  

 

Of course, instead of passing constant values, also variables can be passed to the function. 
If there is no interest in the calculated vector, there is no need to have a return-vector.    
>>clear 
>>f1=2; f2=3; damp=5; 
 >> funkbsp_1(f1,f2,damp); 



2 Introduction to Simulink 
 

Simulink is graphical user interface for modeling and simulation of dynamic systems. The 
graphical user interface allows the representation of the considered system as a block 
diagram. Simulink also includes a comprehensive block library for linear, non-linear and 
discrete systems. These systems can be described with differential equations as well as 
difference equations in the case of discrete systems. The numerical solution of these equation 
systems is an essential part of Simulink. 
 
  

2.1 Developing of a Simulink block diagram 

Using the library blocks following block diagram can be build easily.  
 
 

 
 

2.2   Simulink-Simulation 

The simulation parameters are set up by using the menu command Simulation – 
Configuration Parameters. Thereby a very important step is the pane Solver. 
A solver is the special mathematical procedure to solve the differential equation in a 
numerical way. 
At the Solver options/Type we choose Fixed-step instead of Variable-step. 
So the desired constant sample time e.g. (0.1 sec) can be set.  
As solver ode1(Euler) should be chosen, which will be explained precisely later.  
All remaining parameters should be accepted unchanged and will not be further discussed 
here.  
 
 
 



 
 
 

After setting the simulation parameters, the simulation can be started by pushing the play-
button, which results in the following plausible result: 
 

 
 
 
We also can store the result in a Matlab-variable and watch the plot with Matlab. 
For the scope the following settings are necessary. 



  
 
In Matlab the workspace can be reviewed by using the whos command as well as the  
Workspace-Editor 
>> whos 
  Name                   Size            Bytes  Class      

 

  S_test1_Signale      101x3              2424  double               

  tout                 101x1               808  double  

 

With the following call of  plot, the graphics are displayed by Matlab: 
 
>>plot(S_test1_Signale(:,1),[S_test1_Signale(:,2), 

       S_test1_Signale(:,3)]) 

 

Note: A single colon addresses all elements of a corresponding column.  
 

2.3 Solutions of  DE's with Simulink 
 

To solve Differential Equations (DE’s) using Matlab is possible, but relatively laborious. 
The solution with Simulink is much simpler. The trick is to represent the DE in form of a 
block diagram. 
A simple example is the voltage curve of the capacitor in case of an RC-Circuit: 
  

    

Ue
C Uc 

I 

Ur 

R 



Ue = Ur + Uc 
I  =   C* dUc/dt  
Ue = RC* dUc/dt + Uc 
dUc/dt + 1/RC * Uc = Ue/RC     
For this DE, the following solution is well known: 
 
Uc = Ue * (1-exp(-t/(RC)) 
 
The idea is to solve the equation with Simulink as follows: 
By integration of the deviation-function Uc'(t) of the required solution using the Simulink 
integration block and  multiplication with the factor 1/RC, we get the function of the solution,  
which can be subtracted. 
So we get the following diagram:   
  

 
 



 
 

The scope shows the step function Ue(t), which jumps at time t=0 from 0 to 1, the current I, 
which has got the value Ue/R=0.1 at time t=0 and the voltage Uc at the capacitor, which starts 
at 0 and approaches asymptotically the value Ue=1V. 
For comparison, beside it the solution with Simulink using the mathematical solution for  
Uc= Ue/R(1-exp(-t/Tau)) with Tau = R*C = 47E-6*1E4 = 0.47s  is plotted as well. 
The comparison shows the excellent correlation of the mathematical and the numerical 
solution with Simulink. 

2.3.1 Demonstration of the solver Euler(ode1) 

The perhaps most simple procedure of the numerical solution of DE’s in the case of initial 
value problems is the polygonal line procedure by Euler. It is based on the idea, that the size 
of the integral from t0 to t0+dt, is represented by a rectangle, whose height is equal to the 
function value at the left side of the integration interval and whose integration step dt. So we 
get: Integral I= f0 * dt 
  

 

f(t) 

I = f(t0)*dt 

t-> t0 



This procedure can be implemented by sofware quite simply. For practice and because of the 
powerful plot function, the procedure is realized by Matlab as follows.  
Please be aware, that all indices in Matlab will start with 1!  
Knowing Uc(1)=0 the value  I(1)= (Ue-Uc(1))/R =Ue/R can be calculated.  
For the time period dt, the capactitor is charged by this approximately constant current to the 
voltage Uc=I(1)*dt/C. At the next step this voltage Uc is subtracted from Ue, whereby 
charge current is already reduced. This reduced current is charging the capacitor at the next 
step and so on.   
 
% The polygonal-line procedure for the solution of linear DE’s 
%Demonstration of the switch-on behaviour (characteristic) of a RC-Circuit  

  
R=1E4; 
C=47E-6; 
Ue=1.0;             %V       Input voltage 
Uc=0:25;            %V       voltage at the capacitor 

  
t=0:0.1:2.5; 
Uc(1)=0;            %V       starting voltage    
I=0.0;              %A       charge current 
h=0.1;              %s       step size 

  
%The polygonal-line procedure 
%The altitude of the rectangle is value at the left side 
disp('Start') 
for i=2:26 
    I = (Ue - Uc(i-1))/R;     %Calculation of the current 
    Uc(i)= Uc(i-1)+ I*h/C;    %Integration of the current(summation)  

                              %and Calculation of the voltage 
end 

   
%Output 
title('switching-on procedure at the capacitor of an RC-circuit') 

legend('Euler,step size h=0.1','Math exact', 'current line I/Io',3) 
xlabel('t[s]') 
ylabel('Uc(t)/Ue') 
axis([0,2.5,0,1.0]); 
plot(t,Uc,'k:'); 
hold on                 % don’t remove current plot 
%Comparison with numerical solution 
plot(t,1-exp(-t/(R*C)),'k-');   %voltage 
plot(t,exp(-t/(R*C)),'k--');    %current 
%End  

 

 



 
 
 
You have only to reduce the step size h from 0.1 to 0.01 to get optically indistinguishable 
curves between the numerical and the mathematically exact solution.       
 
Further solvers: 

The further integration procedures are all based on an improvement of precision of the 
integration, by approximating the integral no longer by a rectangle but by more exact 
procedures, which are taking into account further deviations of the curves. Look at Runga-
Kutta-procedure and so on.  Additionally not only initial value problems but boundary 

value problems can be solved by Matlab.   
 
 
  



2.4 Subsystems 

To represent more clearly arranged models, Simulink offers the establishment of a 
hierarchical block structure by grouping blocks into subsystems. 
 

 
 
You can create a subsystem in two ways: 

1. All function blocks, which should be converted to a subsystem are to be selected 
individually or by using a bounding box. Choosing Create Subsystem from the 
Edit Menu replaces the selected blocks with a subsystem block. The following 
diagram shows the result  
 

 
 

2. From the submenu Ports & Subsystems library you copy a subsystem-block in the 
model and insert the functionality you want in the subsystem.    

  
 
 
 
 



 

2.4.1 Virtual Blocks 

In Simulink you can distinguish between two kinds of blocks: 
Virtual blocks and Non-virtual blocks 

 
Non-Virtual blocks: Non-virtual blocks play an active role in the simulation of a 
                                             system 
  
Virtual blocks:        They help to organize a model graphically         
  

Some Simulink blocks are virtual in some circumstances and non-virtual in others. 
Such blocks are called conditionally virtual blocks.  

Blocks such as multipler, demultiplexer, scopes and displays are always virtual. 
 
 
 

  



3 Getting started for Realtime Simulation with Simulink 
 
In this document you will find all the information you need for designing a Realtime Simulation running on a 
Raspberry Pi developed with MATLAB Simulink. First read the chapters and start developing when you reach 
chapter “5. Step by Step Guide to create your Realtime Simulation”. 
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3.1 How to transfer data between the Raspberry Pi and your 
computer 

To establish a datalink between the Raspberry Pi and the PC we need a communication via Ethernet. There are 
two possible protocols. The first is the TCP/IP protocol. The other is the UDP protocol. Both protocols can be 
found in the so-called network layer, which is the fourth layer of the OSI model. 
Because UDP is a little easier to use and absolutely sufficient we will design our software with the UDP 
function. 
In Simulink you will find the UDP-Block shown in Figure 3-1 by searching the library for UDP. 

 
������ �	
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Because your simulation is going to run on the Raspberry Pi you have to use the UDP Send in its model to 
transfer the data to the UDP Receive function which you have to use in the GUI running on your PC. 
Now you have to configure your UDP-Blocks as shown in Figure 3-3 und Figure 3-2 



 
Figure 3-2 UDP Send config 

������ �	� �� ������� ������

The UDP Receive Block could be difficult to understand so here is one small example. If you want to send three 
signals of the data type double to your GUI, which you want to read every 100ms, your configuration of the 
UDP Receive should look like in Figure 3-4. 
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At this point there is maybe one question left: 
How is it possible to send more than one signal over UDP when there is only one input port? 
Therefore, you can use the blocks Mux and Demux. For the previous example your models could look like in 
Figure 3-5. 

 
������ �	� ��� ��� �����

  



3.2 How to bring your model to the Raspberry Pi 
After setting up the communication in your Raspberry Pi model it’s time to configure the settings for the 
hardware simulation. First you have to open the “Model Configuration Parameters”. 
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 Go to the section “Hardware Implementation” and select the Raspberry Pi board like in Figure 3-7. 
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In the next step go to the “Solver” section and configure it like in Figure 3-8. 

 
������ �	' (�����

The last step would be to set the simulation time to infinity and then deploy the model to the hardware like in 
Figure 3-9. 
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When nothing went wrong a report file should pop up. 
If you receive an error at this point check your properties again and retry, otherwise ask your person in charge 
for help. 
 
 
 
 
  



 

3.3 How to design a GUI for displaying data 
In this section you will find a small “How-to” for creating a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
First you have to create a new Simulink model. Create an area and go to the properties of the area and make it to 
a subsystem like in  
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In Figure 3-11 you will see the GUI elements that you should use. In the figure you can see three different types 
of elements: 
Red: Those elements are control elements. You won’t need them because you only have to display data. 
Orange: This element could be used but is buggy. A work around could be to use a normal display that you know 
from the exercises. 
Green: These elements could be used to display data. You can use them for your lab exercises. 
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If you then place one of the elements onto your area you have to double click your element. A popup should 
open. There you can connect you GUI element to a signal, also it’s always possible to define a minimum and 
maximum value for your element.  
To connect your element to a signal open your Subsystem. There you have to click on the signal that you want to 
display like in Figure 3-12. 
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Next open the “Model Configuration Parameters” and go to the “Solver” section and do the configuration like in 
Figure 3-13. 
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The last thing you need is the Set Pace block to slow down the simulation time. Search in the library browser for 
“Simulation Pace” and add the block to your model. 
Now configure it like in Figure 3-14. 
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3.4 Start and Stop the Raspberry Pi model with your GUI 
The last thing you need to do is to create different .m files to start and stop the model that is on your Raspberry 
Pi. 
Start model: 
 
clear                                  %clears the workspace 
h = raspberrypi;                       %establish connection to Raspberry 
h.runModel('YOUR RASPI MODEL NAME');   %starts the model on your Raspberry 
clear h;                               %clears the h object 
 
Stop model: 
h = raspberrypi;              %establish connection to Raspberry 
h.stopModel('YOUR RASPI MODEL NAME');   %stops the model on your Raspberry 
clear h;                          %clears the workspace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next you have to create Callback-Functions so that your GUI executes the two .m files by starting or stopping 
your model. 
In the Simulink Editor, open the Property Inspector. Select View > Property Inspector. Go to the Properties tab, 
in the “Callbacks” section, select the callback you want to set. 



 
������ �	
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3.5 Possible errors 
In this section you will find the most common errors. 

• Can’t establish connection to the Raspberry Pi when trying to deploy model to the Raspberry. 

Solution: Ask your supervisor for help. 
 

• My GUI elements don’t do anything. 

Solution: Check whether the “Model Configuration Parameters” of your Raspberry Pi model are 
configured correctly. Then do the same for your GUI. Next check whether the “Sample Time” of your 

UDP Receive block is set to the value 0.1. 
Then check the IP addresses of both UDP blocks. 
Then check whether the Buffer Size of the UDP Receive block is set correctly, do the same for the 

message length. 
 

• My GUI elements are not running fluent or are jumping. 
Solution: Check whether the “Model Configuration Parameters” of your Raspberry Pi model are 
configured correctly. Then do the same for your GUI. Next check whether the “Sample Time” of your 

UDP Receive block is set to the value 0.1. Then check whether the Buffer Size of the UDP Receive 
block is set correctly, do the same for the message length. 

Make also sure that all the GUI elements you use are connected to a signal. 
If you still receive this behaviour set the “Sample Time” of your UDP Receive block to the value 0.2. 

 
  



 

3.6 Step by Step Guide to create your Realtime Simulation 
In this section you will find all the necessary steps to create your own Realtime Simulation for the Raspberry Pi.  

• First, it’s absolutely necessary that your simulation that you want to bring to the Raspberry Pi is 

working correctly. So, do the Lab-Exercise and then if you get the “OK” from your supervisor start with 
this exercise. 
 

• This exercise could be really difficult because there are many sources of error. But it’s important that 
you try to solve the problem on your own by reading chapter “Possible errors”. If you get stuck please 

do not hesitate to ask. 
 

• Create following files in a new folder: 

Init.m -> For initialising all the variables in your Raspberry Pi model 
StartRasp.m -> For starting the Raspberry Model. More information will come later. 
StopRasp.m -> For stopping the Raspberry Model. More information will come later. 
Ex(number of exercise)_rasp.slx -> Your model that will run on the Raspberry Pi. 
Ex(number of exercise)_GUI.slx -> The GUI to display the data coming from the Raspberry Pi. 
 

• Finish your Init.m file. 
 

• Open Ex(number of exercise)_rasp.slx and build up an UDP communication to transmit all the signals 
that you need in your GUI. Refer to chapter “1. How to transfer data between the Raspberry Pi and your 
computer”. 

 

• Next configure your Ex(number of exercise)_rasp.slx model and deploy it to the Raspberry Pi as 

described in chapter “3. How to bring your model to the Raspberry Pi”. 
 

• Open Ex(number of exercise)_GUI.slx  and develop your GUI by placing all the elements onto your 

area/subsystem you need. Don’t configure the elements at this point. Refer to chapter “4. How to design 
a GUI for displaying data”.   

 

• Implement the Subsystem of your Ex(number of exercise)_GUI.slx. Refer to chapter “2. How to 
transfer data between the Raspberry Pi and your computer”. 

 

• Configure your GUI elements like in chapter “4. How to design a GUI for displaying data”.   

 

• Configure the in your Ex(number of exercise)_GUI.slx  model “Model Configuration Parameters” like 

in chapter “4. How to design a GUI for displaying data”. 
 

• Implement StartRasp.m and StopRasp.m. Then configure them as callback functions like in chapter “4. 

Start and Stop the Raspberry Pi model with your GUI”. 
 

• Now your application is ready to run. 

 


